Let X, X be two locally finite, preordered sets and let R be any indecomposable commutative ring. The incidence algebra I(X, R), in a sense, represents X, because of the wellknown result that if the rings I(X, R) and I(X ,R) are isomorphic, then X and X are isomorphic. In this paper, we consider a preordered set X that need not be locally finite but has the property that each of its equivalence classes of equivalent elements is finite. Define
1. Introduction. Let X and X be two locally finite, preordered sets, and let R be a commutative ring. Under what conditions are incidence rings I(X, R) and I(X ,R) isomorphic? In particular, under what conditions on R can one conclude that X and X are isomorphic, when the two incidence rings I(X, R) and I(X ,R) are isomorphic? The latter question has been discussed by many authors. One of the earliest results in this direction is by Stanley [9] , who proved that if R is a field, then the two incidence rings are isomorphic if and only if X and X are isomorphic. Froelich [4] extended this result to the case of an indecomposable ring R. Similar questions have been examined in [1, 3, 10] in case R need not be commutative. Now consider any preordered set X that need not be locally finite. Two elements x, y ∈ X are said to be equivalent, x y, if x ≤ y ≤ x. In Section 3, the isomorphism problem for weak incidence algebras is discussed. Let X and X be two preordered sets in each of which every equivalence class is finite, and let R, R be two commutative rings such that the weak incidence algebras I * (X, R) and I * (X ,R ) are isomorphic as rings.
In case R and R are indecomposable, Theorem 3.10 shows that X, X are isomorphic and R, R are isomorphic. The main aim of Section 4 is to prove some results that can help in studying the maximal ring of quotients of an I * (X, R). Similar work has been done in a recent paper [2] for certain classes of incidence algebras. In [7] , Spiegel determines some essential ideals of an incidence algebra of a locally finite, partially f ∈ S, support of f , denoted by suppt(f ), equals {(x, y) : f (x,y) ≠ 0}, the cardinality of suppt(f ) is called the weight of f and we denote it by wt(f ). Let X be another class finite, preordered set. Let R be another commutative ring. We use the same symbols for the matrix units of I * (X, R) or I * (X ,R ) and so on, but S = I * (X ,R ), K = K * (X ,R ), and D = D * (X ,R ). Let Y and Y be fixed representative partially ordered subsets of X and X , respectively. For any two distinct members y, z of Y , δ y , δ z are orthogonal idempotents. Any f ∈ S will be sometimes denoted by the formal sum x,y f (x,y)e xy (or by the matrix [f (x, y)] indexed by X). The following is obvious.
where Y is any representative partially ordered subset of X. Proof. The hypothesis gives that for any x ∈ X, e x is an indecomposable idempotent in S. Now σ (δ y )S = ⊕ u y σ (e u )S . As these σ (e u )S are indecomposable and isomorphic right ideals, there exist unique
In S , δ η(y) is a central idempotent. Thus Proof. We use the terminology developed before Theorem 3.10.
hence it follows that X and X are isomorphic. By Lemma 3.9, R and R are isomorphic.
Lemma 3.11. For any commutative ring T and any class finite, preordered set X, the following hold.
(
i) A central idempotent e ∈ I * (X, T ) is centrally indecomposable if and only if e = gE Z for some indecomposable idempotent g ∈ T and a connected component Z of X. (ii) Let g and h be two indecomposable idempotents in T and let Z, Z be two connected components of X; the rings gE Z I * (X, T ), hE Z I * (X, T ) are isomorphic if and only if the
rings gT , hT are isomorphic and Z, Z are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) Consider any central idempotent e ∈ I * (X, T ).
On the same lines as for incidence algebras, it can be easily seen that e(x, y) = 0, whenever x ≠ y. For any connected component Z of X, there exists an idempotent g Z ∈ T such that e(x, x) = g Z for every x ∈ X. Using this, (i) follows. and let Z be a connected component of X.
( 
Essential right ideals and maximal ring of quotients. Throughout
where X is a class finite, preordered set and R is a commutative ring in which 1 is indecomposable. Any x ∈ X is said to be a maximal element if the equivalence class [x] is maximal in the partially ordered set of the equivalence classes in X. For any x, y ∈ X, we say
x < y and there does not exist any z ∈ X 0 such that y ≤ z}, Y 2 = {(x, y) : x < y and there exists a z ∈ X 0 such that y < z}, and
is a right ideal of S. In [2] , maximal rings of quotients of certain incidence algebras have been discussed. Here we intend to prove some results that can help in studying the maximal rings of quotients of S. Spiegel [7] has determined certain classes of essential ideals of an incidence algebra of a locally finite, preordered set. Here we determine all essential one-sided ideals of S. For the definitions of an essential submodule, dense submodule, and singular submodule of a module, one may refer to [5] . Let M be any 
Proof.
there exists e vz ∈ K, and f e vz ≠ 0, which is a contradiction. Hence v is maximal. Then e v ∈ K 1 with f e v ≠ 0, which is again a contradiction. Hence l·ann(K 1 ) = 0. In any case there exists e xy ∈ K 1 such that f e xy ≠ 0. By applying induction on wt(f e xy ), we prove that for some g ∈ S, 0 ≠ f e xy g ∈ K 1 , which will prove that K 1 ⊂ e S S . Suppose wt(f e xy ) = 1. Then f e xy = ae uy , for some 0 ≠ a ∈ R. If y is not maximal, for any z > y, f e xy e yz = ae uz ∈ K 1 . If y is maximal, then e y ∈ K 1 , so f e xy e y = ae uy ∈ K 1 . To apply induction, suppose that wt(f e xy ) = n > 1, and for any h ∈ S, if for some e uv ∈ K 1 , wt(he uv ) < n and he uv ≠ 0, then for some e vz ∈ S, 0 ≠ he uv e vz ∈ K 1 . We can write f e xy = ae uy + h, where wt(h) = n − 1 and h(u, y) = 0. For some e ys ∈ K 1 , ae uy e ys = ae us ∈ K 1 . Then f e xs = ae us + he ys with wt(he ys ) = n − 1. By the induction hypothesis, there exists e sw ∈ K 1 such that 0 ≠ he ys e sw ∈ K 1 . Then 0 ≠ f e xw ∈ K 1 . Hence
We call a subset B of R an essential subset of R if, for each 0 ≠ r ∈ R, there exists an s ∈ R such that 0 ≠ r s ∈ B. Clearly the ideal of R generated by an essential subset is an essential ideal. Proof. (i) is trivial. Let 0 ≠ r ∈ R. Then for some g ∈ S, 0 ≠ r e xy g ∈ E. For some y ≤ w, r g(y, w) ≠ 0. This gives r e xy ge w = r g(y, w)e xw ∈ E, r g(y, w) ∈ B xy . This proves that B is an essential subset of R. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that E is a right ideal of
By induction on wt(f ), we prove that 0 ≠ f r e xy ∈ E for some e xy ∈ K 1 , r ∈ R, which will prove that E ⊂ e S S . Suppose f = ae xy . As a ≠ 0, there exists a z ≥ y and an r ∈ R such that 0 ≠ ar ∈ A xz . Then 0 ≠ f r e yz = ar e xz ∈ E. Here, if y is not maximal, choose z > y; if y is maximal, choose y = z; in any case e xz ∈ K 1 . Thus the result holds for wt(f ) = 1. To apply induction, let wt(f ) = n > 1, and let the result hold for any positive integer less than n. We write f = ae xy + h, with 0 ≠ a ∈ R, e xy ∈ K 1 , wt(h) = n − 1, and h(x, y) = 0. There exists an r e yz ∈ K 1 such that 0 ≠ ae xy r e yz = ar e xz ∈ E. Then 0 ≠ f r e xz = ar e xz + hr e yz . If hr e yz = 0, f r e xz = ar e xz ∈ E and we finish. Suppose hr e yz ≠ 0. By the induction hypothesis, there exists be zw ∈ K 1 , with b ∈ R, such that 0 ≠ hr e yz be zw ∈ E. Then 0 ≠ f r be xw ∈ E.
Let Minness(S) be the set of all essential right ideals of the form given in Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.4. Z(S) = {f ∈ S
: f E = 0 for some E ∈ Minness(S)}.
Proof. Let f ∈ Z(S).
For some E ⊂ e S S , f E = 0. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, there exists an E ∈ Minness(S) such that E ⊆ E. Then f E = 0. This proves the result. Proof. That T is an essential right ideal in S follows from Lemma 4.3. Suppose that 0 ≠ f ∈ l · ann(T ). Then f (u,v) ≠ 0 for some u ≤ v. Suppose there exists no maximal z ≥ v. Choose any w > v. Then e vw ∈ T but f e vw ≠ 0, which is a contradiction. Hence there exists a maximal z ≥ v. Then e vz ∈ T and f e vz ≠ 0, which is also a contradiction. Hence l·ann(T ) = 0. Consider any e xy ∈ T . By Lemma 3.1, wt(f e xy ) is finite, so f e xy = u≤y a uy e uy , a finite sum. By definition, the following two cases arise. Case 1. y is maximal. Then every e uy ∈ T , so f e xy ∈ T . Case 2. There does not exist any maximal z ≥ y. Then u < y, A uy = R, e uy ∈ T , hence f e xy ∈ T .
This proves that T is an ideal in S. For each f ∈ S, let λ(f ) be the left multiplication on T by f . Then λ is an embedding of S in Q. Consider any σ ,η ∈ Q, with σ ≠ 0. Then
, T is a right ideal of S contained in T , and T is a direct sum of these right ideals. Let Z 0 be the set of equivalence classes in X given by the members of X 0 . For any ring P , let P be the maximal right ring of quotients of P 
(ii) Maximal right rings of quotients of S and Q are the same.
Proof. To prove (i) it is enough to prove that Hom
, so e uy ∈ T [x 1 ] , but σ (e xy ) = u≤y a uy e uy , a uy ∈ R. Thus σ (e xy ) = 0, σ = 0. Similarly, we can prove that the others are also zero. As S S is dense in Q S , S = Q. Because of (i) and Theorem 4.7, we get S (Π{ P [ [2] . Let X be any partially ordered set such that for any x ∈ X, there exists a maximal element z ≥ x and L z = {y ∈ X : y ≤ z} is finite. Let X 0 be the set of maximal elements of X. For each z ∈ X 0 , let n z be the number of elements y ≤ z. r ∈ N, f e r ≠ 0. Clearly, the support of f e r is finite. Hence S S is dense in S . So the maximal right quotient rings of S and S are the same. Consider g ∈ S for which g(1,n) = 1 for every n, and g(n, m) = 0 otherwise. Then for any h ∈ S, hg = 0 or hg = kg for some 0 ≠ k ∈ N, so S S is not dense in S . Thus maximal left rings of quotients of S and S are not the same. We now show that they need not be isomorphic. Consider R = F a countable field. As N has no maximal element, K = T = T , Q = Hom S (T ,T ). By Theorem 4.10, Q is isomorphic to S . But S , as a right S -module, is dense in the ring L of all column-finite matrices over F , indexed by N. It is well known that the ring of all column-finite matrices over a field, indexed by any set, is right self-injective. Hence L is the maximal right ring of quotients of S and S . Let N be the set of natural numbers with reverse ordering. As N has unique maximal element 0, N = T 0 , by Theorem 4.9, the corresponding Q is isomorphic to the ring of all column-finite matrices over F , indexed by N. So Q is right self-injective. However S = I * (N,F) is anti-isomorphic to F) . So Q , the maximal left ring of quotients of S, is isomorphic to the ring of all row-finite matrices over F , indexed by N. Now e 00 Q is a countable set, and any minimal left ideal of Q is generated by an element of e 00 Q , so the left socle of e 00 Q is of countable rank. For S , the left socle is e 00 S , which is of uncountable rank. Also S is left nonsingular. So L , the maximal left ring of quotients of S , is such that its left socle is of uncountable rank. This proves that the maximal left rings of quotients of S and S are not isomorphic.
Proof. Let σ ∈ Hom S (T [x
S 1 = I * (N ,
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